
 

Technology for visualizing flow of blood to
aid neurosurgery in the human brain
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Extracted vasculature of the mouse brain surface by using a cross-correlation
analysis of time-intensity changes in fluorescent signals. B. Typical results for
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measured time-intensity changes of pixel intensity averaged over artery (red),
vein (blue) and tissue (green) areas. C. A map of transit-time of fluorescent dyes
on each pixel. D. Calculated blood flow velocity map. Credit: University of
Electro Communications

Neurosurgeons conduct vascular recanalization for treatment of
cerebrovascular diseases. Successful surgery necessitates surgery the
minimization of flow disturbances due to blood during surgical
intervention. However, monitoring the flow of blood under surgery is
difficult due to a lack of imaging tools for visualizing microcirculation
in the brain.

Now, Kazuto Masamoto at the University of Electro-Communications,
Tokyo, and colleague at National Institute of Radiological Sciences in
Japan have developed fluorescent imaging-based visualization tools for
imaging and analyzing cerebral microcirculation.

The principle of the present method is to automatically calculate the
distance for movements of fluorescent tracers (e.g., indocyanine green)
which were intravenously injected, from movies of the fluorescence.
The distance is divide by the rate acquired, resulting in an approximate
of the velocity of the fluorescent tracers on each pixel.

The researchers first confirmed the accuracy of their method using
phantom-tubes with known flow velocities from the injection of 
fluorescent dyes that imitated the microcirculation conditions of the
body. Then, animal models were used to validate the methods.

"we successfully measured flow velocity in the brain surface of
anesthetized rats and mice," says Masamoto. "We are starting
collaborative works with medical doctors to test the feasibility of our 
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method for human brains under neurosurgery."

  More information: Ryo Hoshikawa et al. Dynamic Flow Velocity
Mapping from Fluorescent Dye Transit Times in the Brain Surface
Microcirculation of Anesthetized Rats and Mice, Microcirculation
(2016). DOI: 10.1111/micc.12285
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